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“One could therefore argue that neural networks do not only
produce outputs that humans perceive as Gestalten, but that,
as statistical models, they internally already operate
according to a Gestalt logic.”
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Fig. 1, left to right: Output and input of Mario Klingemann’s application of the Pix2Pix deep learning model (2017, https://twitter.com/quasimondo/status/934709314375372801) compared to Leonardo da Vinci’s La Gioconda (Mona Lisa, ca. 1502/03).

media artist Mario Klingemann posted

enhancement makes it possible to compensate for the loss of data that occurs
when an image is down-sampled to a
lower resolution, and to highlight details

slight turn of the head to the right and

that were not visible in the original. In-

the familiar look directed at or slightly

deed, Klingemann’s input did not consist
of the real Gioconda, but a blurred black-

raised doubts whether this was indeed
the often- and over-reproduced likeness
of the Gioconda. In fact, it was Klingemann’s own creation, the result of applying the recently published deep-learning

Klingemann’s

version

of

this image, in which the
features of the face are all but invisible,
Pix2Pix produced the output. The direct
comparison with the original clearly
shows the differences between Klinge-

Pix2Pix

achieves what until then seemed posreminiscent of a shampoo commer-

Bladerunner, in which a character points

cial than the painted likeness of a sixteenth-century Florentine woman. The

computer to “enhance” it. What was pre-

output is not truly an enhancement of

seits von Atomismus und Holismus,” Zeitschrift für Medienwissen-

PDFs on the open access repository arXiv.org and are not peer re-

schaft
at the conference Things Beside Themselves: Mimetic Existences
at the IKKM Weimar in March 2020. I would like to thank the
participants for their comments, Mario Klingemann for the kind
permission to reproduce his images, and Julia Pelta Feldman,
Florian Sprenger, and Jana Mangold for helpful suggestions.
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et al., Image-to-Image Translation with Conditional Adversarial
ArXiv
access: June 6, 2020.
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Fig. 2: Generated portraits, thispersondoesnotexist.com, 2019.

the original, but a new creation based on
a few features of its overall appearance.

obvious by another face-generating arti-

Pix2Pix thus does not restore details
that were blurred out – by the principle of entropy, lost information remains
lost – but rather, it plausibly interpolates

on the website thispersondoesnotexist.

a face from the input image by drawing
on its knowledge of what faces usually look like.2 It does this not by being
fed explicit rules about which elements
constitute a face – where the eyes go,
what an eyebrow looks like and so on –
but by learning, without any guidance,
what likely constitutes “face-ness.” Thus,
Klingemann’s painting is not a composite picture. It is not a collage, made of isolated elements, nor is it simply a mean of
other faces, in the style of Francis Galton,
that converges towards the features that
the majority of objects of a class share by
way of linear regression.3 This is made

the “photos” are generated anew each
time I refresh my browser window. These
faces have enough individual features to
suggest that they are neither a collage
nor a mere collection of the most common features in a series. Whatever generates the faces in this process prioritizes the whole over its constituent parts. It
learned and then reproduced the Gestalt
of a face.
In what follows, I would like to take
up the concept of Gestalt, but neither
as a technical description nor as a phenomenon of human perception, which is

2

usually the focus of Gestalt psychology.

In this case, however, the training data set only included

female faces according to Klingemann;
https://twitter.com/quasimondo/status/934546438507376640,
access: June 6, 2020.
3

See Suzanne Bailey, Francis Galton’s Face Project: Morphing

the Victorian Human. Photography and Culture
189–214.

, pp.

Instead, I will talk about the conceptual
preconditions that play a role in the representation and emergence of non-derivable entities in discrete systems.
The term Gestalt is intended to help to

7
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discuss some of the assumptions that

meaning”6

underlie the theorization of a particu-

thetic unifying function, to Emmanuel

is summarized under the term “deep

and ethics,” to Hans Belting’s image an-

learning” and implemented by means

thropology – an object of investigation

of multi-layer perceptrons. I will argue

with its own philosophical, art historical,

that we should place the conceptualiza-

and cultural genealogy.

tion of current state-of-the-art machine

ample of maximally irreducible mean-

learning technology beyond or maybe
beside the two philosophical lineages
that usually are mobilized to explain the

ing, and even as an “anthropogenetic pri-

4

-

-

8

it is

particularly well suited for investigating
the possible correspondences and incongruences of technical structures and

call atomistic theories on the one side

life-worldly expectations of meaning.

and holistic theories on the other are
of ‘Gestalt’ effects Klingemann’s Gioconda and the technology of its production
display. Instead, it is more illuminating
to speak either of a “mixed type” or of
something different altogether. To make
division between atomism and holism,
show its appearance in the competing
chanics of deep neural nets themselves.

6
in: History, Metaphors, Fables: A Hans Blumenberg Reader, ed.
p. 242.

use the mixed type as a conceptual tool
for nontechnical domains – as an intui5

My use of the face as an example of
Gestalt effects is no coincidence. “[T]he
human face with its unequalled situative

7

Georg Simmel,

-

says on Art and Aesthetics, ed. Austin Harrington (Chicago 2020),
pp. 231–235; Emmanuel Lévinas,
Exteriority, trans. Alphonso Lingis (Dordrecht 1991), pp. 194–219;
Hans Belting, Face and Mask: A Double History, trans. Thomas
studies approach, see also Thomas Macho, Vorbilder (Munich
2011), and Sigrid Weigel (ed.), Gesichter: Kulturgeschichtliche
Szenen aus der Arbeit am Bildnis des Menschen

4

Helpful for the recent discussion: Christoph Engemann and

Andreas Sudmann (eds.), Machine Learning: Medien, Infrastrukturen und Technologien der Künstlichen Intelligenz (Bielefeld 2018),
as well as the special issues of Zeitschrift für Medienwissenschaft
spheres
5

Daniel C. Dennett, Consciousness Explained

p. 440.

8

Kultur, in: Internationales Jahrbuch für Medienphilosophie 6, no. 1
(2020), pp. 47–79; for an evolutionary approach see Terry Landau,
About Faces
8
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at “knowing-that” rather than “know-

1. Holism,
Atomism,
Gestalt

Holism is the reverse belief that the
properties of a thing cannot exhaustively be explained by the properties of its
constitutive elements. In this line of tradition, the whole is conceptually or caus-

To apply the term “Gestalt” to Klingelike “structure” or, in Kant’s case, “system”
as opposed to the atomistic “aggregate.”
I will talk about it in a moment. Howev-

-

er, the relationship between parts and

ed above all by the hermeneutic phenom-

whole is also used metonymically be-

enology of Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty

yond Gestalt theory to describe a bifurca-

as well as by the late Wittgenstein and

tion in the history of philosophy between

his followers.

two traditions or schools of thought that

less with explicit propositional than with

are usually called holism and atomism.

implicit pragmatic and world-constitu-

9

-

tive knowledge.

-

The notion of Gestalt is holistic in

plained by breaking that object down to
its constitutive elements, and that such
an explanation is exhaustive. Modern
adherents of atomism stand in the tradilogical atomism, the picture theory of the
early Wittgenstein, the logical positiv-

10

Proceedings of

the Aristotelian Society
11 Immanuel Kant, Prolegomena to Any Future Metaphysics, trans.

12
tradition, too, has a strong anti-atomistic current, most importantly

ers are the most important positions of

Wilfrid Sellars, Empiricism and the Philosophy of Mind
MA 1997), pp. 68–79.
13

-

objectivist, reductionist and empiricist. It

omism/holism separation for the theory of meaning. He contrasts

tends to look at the semantic rather than

the theory of meaning of the atomistic tradition, which he calls the

the pragmatic dimension of knowledge,
9

enframing theory, with the theory of the holistic lineage, which he
calls the expressive-constitutive theory. For the latter, to articulate

In the following I will limit myself to a (general) discussion of

atomism and holism in philosophy. However, these terms have also
schaften: Eine Skizze, in: Holismus und Individualismus in den Wis-

forms of life, Charles Taylor, Theories of Meaning, in: Human Agen-

senschaften, ed. Alexander Bergs and Soelve I. Curdts (Frankfurt/

cy and Language: Philosophical Papers I

Main 2003), pp. 7–21; Georg Toepfer, Ganzheit, in: Historisches

247–292; see also Charles Taylor, The Language Animal: The Full

Wörterbuch der Biologie (Stuttgart 2011), pp. 693–728.

Shape of the Human Linguistic Capacity

9
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this sense.

Christian von Ehrenfels,

coherence and stability that Wertheim-

who coined the term “Gestalt qualities”

Prägnanz
These are not based on “independent elementary sensations” – an aggregate of
atomistic sensory data – but are made
up of “local conditions,” which are “de-

ception of what constitutes a melody is
a unit that cannot be reduced to the sequence of individual notes. He turned
away from a mere psychology of association, which argued in a purely atomistic
and causal manner. The sense of sight

role in the Gestalten.” Further, “insight”

Einsicht

-

quickly advanced to become the central
Gestalt psychology, as it was repeatedly

ments.

and Max Wertheimer, as well as by their

that must be understood holistically.

second generation students, e.g., Wolfgang Metzger.

One of these non-derivable units is the

-

face. Metzger thus states that in order to

ilar to Heidegger at the same time, that

-

we “do not perceive an undifferentiated
mosaic; rather, it is characteristic of our

while it may help to attend to the move-

seeing, hearing, etc., that it constantly

ment of the brows or the mouth, to “zoom

shows units and groups that, being in

in” any further and isolate parts is detri-

themselves solid, appear relatively isolated from their surroundings.”
units, the “Gestalten,” exhibit an inner

The individual pores, hairs, wrinkles of the lips,
freckles, etc., which the further focusing of at-

14

tention brings to light, contribute nothing more

are followers of Gestalt theory, see for example, despite some un-

to the understanding of the face. Each of these

of Gestalt psychology and of Gestalt psychology itself, Maurice

details could also be different without changing

Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception (London 2005), pp.

the face. And none of them says anything about

58–9.

what a face is really about in life; whether it is,

15

for example, an arrogant, domineering, hard,

Foundations of Gestalt Theory, ed. Barry Smith (Munich 1988), pp.

closed, hostile or a soft, warm, open-minded

82–116.

and compassionate face. These decisive fea-

16 On the history of Gestalt psychology (including its history

tures become most clearly visible, or only visible

Mitchell G. Ash, Gestalt Psychology in German Culture, 1890–1967:
Holism and the Quest for Objectivity
for the focus on the sense of sight is Wolfgang Metzger, Laws of
Seeing
17 Wolfgang Köhler: Bemerkungen zur Gestalttheorie. Psychologische Forschung

10

18
Psychologische Forschung
19 Köhler, Bemerkungen, p. 189.
20 Wolfgang Köhler, Mentality of Apes
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at all, when viewed as a whole [als ganzes] from

the parameters under which it would be
pursued in the years to follow.22

21

The distinction between two types of
rive faces as wholes, as Gestalten seen

still in use today – has its origin in this

from a distance, might it make sense to

workshop.23 The symbolic approach, fa-

assume that they are based on a holistic logic? But how should a digital sys-

24

is the most

classically atomist attempt at creating

tem that is based on the symbolic oper-

-

ation of discrete signs and, not least of

ulation of symbols representing atomic

all, makes use of a discrete pixel matrix

facts. The symbolic approach was implemented in so-called expert systems,
which combine a knowledge base of

To answer this question, one has to take

such facts with an inference engine containing rules that allow it to draw conclusions from the combination of these

at the concepts underlying them.

facts.25 Expert systems initially showed
great promise, but their development

2. Gestalt vs. AI
22

highlights its emergence as a research
-

Cybernetics: The Macy-Conferences 1946–1953
Lloyd A. Jeffress (ed.), Cerebral Mechanisms in Behavior: The
Hixon Symposium

neobehaviorist, reductionist, and empirIEEE Annals of the History of Computing

icist psychology, which entered into a
and concerns of cybernetics. The Macy

A History of Ideas and Achievements
Joshua Heims, The Cybernetics Group 1946–1953: Constructing a

milestones in this history. Especially the

Social Science for Postwar America
23 For a very useful overview, see Melanie Mitchell,

-

ligence: A Guide for Thinking Humans
24 However, the conference proposal already envisaged research

last, organized by Marvin Minsky and

AI
Magazine 27,
25

Proceedings of the

21 Wolfgang Metzger, Was ist Gestalttheorie?, in: Gestalttheorie

International Conference on Information Processing (Paris1959),

und Erziehung, ed. Kurt Guss (Darmstadt 1975), pp. 2–3.

pp. 256–264.

11
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Solving Program, in: Proceedings of the International Conference on Information Processing

virtually ground to a halt.26

holistic or Gestalt logic.28
-

This difference was obvious from the

stractly, based on the model of the brain as a

-

network of neurons and synapses. Building

-

on the preliminary work of Warren McCull-

search, after a brief initial interest, soon

-

became hostile to the Gestaltist ideas.29

cial neural network capable of recognizing
simple visual patterns.

Cybernetics

While “learning”

-

in expert systems means the expansion of

-

the knowledge base, perceptrons are de-

Culloch – spoke out against the idea of

pendent on repetitions within the domain

the computer as a useful analogy for

to be learned; whereas the expert system

human intelligence because the former,
as a discretely operating system, lacked

architecture of the perceptron has a parallel structure and does not require the sepaits structure, the paradigm of the symbolic

the creative “insight” of the latter.

He

28
as a starting point, I also develop aesthetic criteria for comparing the artworks they produce, see Hannes Bajohr, Algorithmic
Empathy: On Two Paradigms of Digital Generative Literature and
BMCCT working papers 1, no. 4

26 See Pamela McCorduck, Machines Who Think: A Personal In29

2004), pp. 417–521.

Insight: Gestalt Theory and the Early Computer, in: Genesis Redux.

27
Information Storage and Organization in the Brain. Psychological
Review

he Quest for
, 64–74; see also Matteo Pasquinelli, Machines

of Intelligence as Statistical Inference. Glass Bead 1, no. 1 (2017);
, access:
June 6, 2020.

12

, ed. Jessica
Riskin (Chicago 2007), pp. 237–260; Heims, The Cybernetics Group
1946–1953, 201–247; Wolfgang Köhler, Relational Determination in
Perception, in: Jeffress (ed.): Cerebral Mechanisms in Behavior, pp.
200–243.
30 Wolfgang Köhler, review of Cybernetics, or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine

Social
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Research Trends 6, no. 2 (1958), pp. 1–7.

cial intelligence as it had earlier haunted
researchers as a return to the empiricist

biology and psychology.”33

Gestalt psychology had initially sought

philosophers to formulate a holistically informed critique

to replace.

-

ceptron, soon lost out to the symbolic ap-

book
he argued that the symbolic approach is

Papert, two of the most important sym-

fundamentally incapable of producing
human-like intelligence.34

-

lized a number of holistic arguments. His
They for-

central point was that humans not only

mulated their objections as a defense

possess an embodied intelligence, but

32

holistic theory of knowledge – a reversal,
tending “to dispel what we feared to be

33 Minsky and Papert, Perceptrons, pp. 19–20.
34

What Computers Can’t Do: A Critique of
biological

misconception that would threaten to
-

the ontological assumption
facts, and the epistemological assumption that the mind processes

Research 18, no. 1 (1951), pp. 125–130.
31 Bates, Creating Insight, pp. 239–249.
32 Marvin L. Minsky and Seymour Papert, Perceptrons: An Intro-

Dreyfus, What Computers Can’t Do, 67–142. See in general on DreyClassical AI and its Rationalist Assumptions. Minds and Machines

duction to Computational Geometry

13
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also draw on a tacit, implicit background

ted that they came closer to a holistic

knowledge that is constitutive for ac-

notion of perception. But he remained

tion – they perceive and cognize from

skeptical as to whether they were really

their embeddedness within a given situmachine intelligence.39
However, if the capabilities of today’s
world as “being-in-a-situation.”35 The way

fus would have had to admit that pro-

humans intelligently interact with the

gress has been made in principle, not
just in degree. In What Computers Can’t

-

he had listed a series of tasks that a

degger, based on “task-rightness,” situa-

system would have to master in order

tional appropriateness, than on semantic

to be considered intelligent. One of the

rightness, the logically formalizable con-

most important of these was a version of

gruence of data and abstract world mod-

the Gestalt problem that he called “per-

el.36 One could only attribute intelligence

spicuous grouping,” by which he meant

to a computer possessing this implicit

the ability to form series of objects on the

background knowledge, which can only

basis of similarities between them – to

be gained through actually encounter-

grasp their collective Gestalt, so to speak.

ing the world via “being-in-a-situation.”

In addition to Wittgenstein’s concept of

ing-in-a-situation turns out to be unpro-

notion of insight to describe such group

grammable in principle using presently

schemes. Family resemblances as well

conceivable techniques.”
This objection was convincing as long
as atomistic assumptions formed the

James L. McClelland, PDP Research Group: Parallel Distributed
Processing: Explorations in the Microstructure of Cognition

basis of the “presently conceivable techwas less certain in his criticism when it
came to the architecture of the percepmulti-layered perceptrons, regained pop38

-

39
Daedalus

35 Dreyfus, What Computers Can’t Do, p. 200.
36 Charles Taylor, Heidegger on Language, in: A Companion to

The Promise of

Heidegger
2007), pp. 435–436.
37 Dreyfus, What Computers Can’t Do, p. 215.
38

14

2019). Most recently, Dreyfus gets an update in Ragnar Fjelland,
Humanities
and Social Sciences Communications
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as collective Gestalten cannot be grasped
by counting up atomistic properties and

capabilities in pattern recognition tasks.
is only a particularly demanding type of

Patterns as complex as artistic styles and the
human face reveal a loose sort of resemblance
which seems to require a special combination
of insight, fringe consciousness, and ambiguity tolerance beyond the reach of digital machines.40

such pattern recognition able to detect
family resemblance without having experceptron was modeled after the optic
nerve of the eye, not the cerebrum, and
the input layer, a hidden layer and the

This brings us back to the face and again
its family resemblance with other faces, cannot be conceptualized by a digital
machine or summarized as a list of featal machine, capable of doing this?

networks, still follow this structure, but
possess a multitude of hidden layers,
act as logical gates and are connected by
“synapses.” These synapses in turn have
of the next neuron by being weighted in
the training process.42 The goal of a neu-

3. Gestalt as
latent space

input data onto a desired output, and apply this function to future inputs to pre-

– is irrelevant to answering the question

being a large set of faces, while its output
and, to a certain extent, Pix2Pix, use a
-

lating cognition but perception. Today,

these processes are separated but the basic structure is the same.43

40 Dreyfus, What Computers Can’t Do, 32. It is astonishing how
rarely the proximity of Gestalt psychology to neural networks in
-

Sciences

tation in Research on Auditory Perceptual Organization, in: Marc

42 See for this and in the following: Pedro Domingos, The Master

Leman (ed.), Music, Gestalt, and Computing: Studies in Cognitive

Algorithm: How the Quest for the Ultimate Learning Machine Will

and Systematic Musicology (Berlin 1997), pp. 70–88.

Remake Our World

41
John Searle’s distinction, still examples of a weak, not a strong AI,
John R. Searle, Minds, Brains, and Programs. Behavioral and Brain

Machine Learning: The New AI
43
ArXiv, June 6,

15
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feature a

a1, a2, a3, a4 …

feature b

b1, b2, b3, b4 …

feature c

c1, c2, c3, c4 …

feature d

d1, d2, d3, d4 …

feature e

e1, e2, e3, e4 …

…

b

a

n

…

feature n

n1, n2, n3, n4 …

n number of features

feature vectors of
the training set

n-dimensional vector space /
latent space (symbolic representation)

Fig. 5: Feature extraction and latent space mapping.

However, the data on the basis of
which this function is generated must
the fourth into objects, and so on.44 The
limited number of features must be se-

n features derived from the input are

lected from all possible features present.

mapped onto an n-dimensional vector

In supervised learning techniques, this

-

is done manually by the programmer,

sible to calculate the interdependence of

for example when images in a data set

all features and to reduce the number of

of portraits are marked depending on

features to a lower-dimensional space or

whether a person is smiling or not. With

“latent space.” This process of abstrac-

unsupervised learning, on the other hand,

tion is called dimensionality reduction

such features are found automatically by

and “it reduces a large number of visible

is tasked with extracting salient patterns – Prägnanz, one could say – from

45

In the case of faces, mapped onto two
happens progressively between layers,

dimensions, one could imagine the latent
now recreate the explicit dimensions of

a few pixels, and then pass the result on

the input from the implicit ones available

to the next layer, which now looks at a

in the model. This is what Pix2Pix does

combination of a combination of pixels,

when it interpolates the facial features of

44 See Yann LeCun, Yoshua Bengio and Geoffrey Hinton, Deep
Learning. Nature

pp. 436–444; Alpaydin, Machine

Learning, pp. 75 and 99–100.
45 Domingos, The Master Algorithm, p. 211.
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pdf/1609.04468.pdf

with the probable states from its model.
It can also, simply by randomly selecting feature values, produce new outputs
from the dimensions of the latent space.

4. “Quasianalog” and
“quasi-holistic”

face every time I refresh thispersondoes-

-

notexist.com. What both operations have

spicuous grouping,” these capabilities

in common is that their basis is the over-

of deep neural nets seem impressive

all structure of what is modeled – in this
case, a face.46

indeed. While no single one of the extracted features here represents a face as
such, one may argue that “face-ness” –
the abstraction that is the overall Gestalt
of a face – is located in the totality of the

46 Another way to imagine the latent space is as a series of
slide controls for changing any feature of the face – from the
overall color tone to the direction of the light source to the facial

latent space itself.
There are a few points that support

edge base and inference engine, a neural
watch?v=6E1_dgYlifc, access: June 5, 2020.

network’s “knowledge” is not localized

17
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in some particular place, but is distrib-

does not mean that they do not use any

uted throughout the whole system as

representation at all; statistical models,

a statistical dependency.

too, represent. Third, the latent space can
48

generalize without forming concepts.

show any possible interpolation of a face.

-

However, what is possible is dependent

low the paradigm of logical deduction or

on the breadth of features present in the

explicitly stated rules that are executed

training set as well as on the selection

sequentially; rather, it operates by statis-

of features, which may exclude some

tical induction, and it is the system as a

that could be relevant; dimensionality

whole that does the computing.49 Third,

reduction is, after all, reductive. Thus, be-

one could therefore argue that neural

yond the “face-ness” stored in the latent

networks do not only produce outputs

space, there would still be faces that hu-

that humans perceive as Gestalten, but

mans would recognize as such which the

that, as statistical models, they internal-

-

ly already operate according to a Gestalt

ly, one may argue that a central feature

logic – producing neither a mere collage

of the Gestalt concept is that it implies

nor just a mean of existing images.

an understanding rather than just a recognition of the thing. Metzger held that

cannot plausibly be described as atom-

a Gestalt says something “about what a

istic. However, they possess a number of

face is really about in life,” whether it is

characteristics that disqualify them from

arrogant or friendly and so on; of course,

being considered truly holistic. First, the

this knowledge is not represented in the

network, at least on the operational level,
distinction between perception and cogthe resulting latent space contains more

nition becomes blurry again. This either

or less abstract features, in the process of
abstraction it nevertheless proceeds from
parts to wholes, and not the other way

draws our attention to the fact that even

-

-

works do not use symbolic representation

pervised, there is cognition at play that is
encoded in the parameters set by humans

47 Pasquinelli, Machines that Morph Logic; Andreas Sudmann,

– that no training is truly unsupervised.
-

Szenarien des Postdigitalen: Deep Learning als MedienRevolution,
in: Engemann, Sudmann (ed.), Machine Learning, pp. 66–68.

ceptualized as completely atomistic nor

48
previous layer, this is not yet conceptual work and does not result

50 This is also pointed out in Smith, Promise, pp. 7, 24–27 and

in a theory, Dreyfus and Dreyfus, Making a Mind versus Modeling

56–7.

the Brain, p. 36.
49

51 See Matteo Pasquinelli: How a Machine Learns and Fails – a
Principles

of Neurodynamics already considered this whole as an emergent
quality in the sense of Gestalt.

18
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as completely holistic. They seem to be

more clearly, as I think – “quasi-analog.”53

-

If “quasi-analog” denotes the technical

mann called this in-between a “mixed

works, “quasi-holistic” would be the term
-

The Computer and the Brain, he discussed the differences and similarities
between the titular nervous system and

ral networks neither completely follow
the atomistic paradigm, nor are they really holistic. They are, conceptually speaking, a quasi-holistic mixed system and

believed that the brain transmits infor-

combine properties of both paradigms.

mation digitally between synapses, and
that its make-up was fundamentally one

between atomism and holism is too rigid

of discrete states. But while the comput-

to really capture this phenomenon adequately. This would require a third class.

Machine, is serial and deterministic, the

One concept that comes into question

brain has a parallel structure and its op-

for such a third option is that of “assem-

erations are based on statistical states.
The brain is therefore a “mixed system.”52

Guattari’s notion of “agencement” – which

While neuroscientists today are cautious

has been translated into English as “as-

about calling the operations of the brain
this term to conceptualize something
between the atomistic and the holistic
-

approach. If “atomism” describes wholes

mann recently elaborated this conclu-

as mechanical aggregates of isolated el-

sion in more detail. He emphasizes that

ements, “holism” denotes “relations of

neural networks are still based on the

interiority” in which each element is in

digital architecture named after von

an organic constitutive relationship to

structures. They also function in paral-

interprets assemblages as characterized

lel rather than serially. While their “neu-

by “relations of exteriority.”54

rons,” as logical gates, indeed operate dis-

blage still forms a whole with properties

cretely, the weights distributed in their

that are not necessarily present in its el-

“synapses” are not binary states but are

-

53 Sudmann, Szenarien des Postdigitalen, p. 66. The term

completely analog, but “postdigital” or –

in its Moment of Digital Technization: Post-Digital Literature and

52

54 Manuel DeLanda, A New Philosophy of Society: Assemblage

1958), pp. 58–60.

The Computer and the Brain

Publishing as Artistic Practice, ed.

Theory and Social Complexity (London 2006), pp. 9–10.
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ements – but the elements also retain a

from a technical system, which I called

degree of autonomy for which the holis-

quasi-holistic

assemblages.

However,

tic view does not allow. For this reason,
hibit nonlinear causalities that are rather

assemblage-like, quasi-analog, quasi-ho-

statistical than deterministic in nature.

-

While his example is a chemical pro-

tuition pump,”

cess like catalysis, the weight model of a

it, to rethink some more traditional prob-

neural network would be another case of

lems of non-atomistic concepts.

nonlinear and statistical behavior.55

-

The face serves as the leitmotif of this
essay, but in the citation quoted above,

in everything, one must concede that the

style to

term assemblage is at least one candidate

the domain of Gestalt recognition.58 In

for describing a third option between ho-

fact, style – where it is not understood

lism and atomism that is already availa-

in a purely formalistic way – is often
thought of as an irreducibly holistic
phenomenon, which may be hermeneu-

in

, quite literally a

tically accessible but is opposed to the

“machine … to produce faces.”

atomistic listing of features.59 Howev-

5. Addendum:
Reversing the
Perspective –
ANNs as
“intuition
pumps”

at least visual style together. It not only

56

encodes a quasi-holistic statistical model of faces, but also makes it possible to
57 Dennett, Consciousness Explained, p. 440.
58 Dreyfus, What Computers Can’t Do, p. 32.
59

The Shape
of Time: Remarks on the History of Things
-

In my discussion of the Gestalt properin: Stil: Geschichten und Funktionen eines kulturwissenschaftlichen

tried to extract conceptual assumptions

Diskurselements
(Frankfurt/Main 1986), pp. 726–788. The semiotic theory of style
emphasizes its constitutive expressiveness, which is rooted in life

55

Subculture: The Meaning of
Style
Against

56 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia (Minneapolis 1987), pp. 173.
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-

irreducible, holistic affair. This is not to

tent space – a “style” – to another image

ly in an atomistic, empirical manner, as

distribution of the input and then mapping it to the feature vectors of the refer-

and as the digital humanities do today,

ence image. This method is also used by

nor does it mean an easy separation of

-

form and content in the sense of a mere

-

ornatus. But to rethink style not as a truly holistic, but only as a quasi-holistic
concept – as an assemblage with some
moving parts that to some extent can be
pinned down – could make it possible to
reassess this concept so often treated as
suspect.

tain painters onto photos and vice versa
This process suggests that “style,” understood as a Gestalt-like family resemblance, need not necessarily be a purely
60
ArXiv, March 30, 2017,
-

61

tempts for textual style transfer are less powerful, see Xiangyang Li
et al., Review of Text Style Transfer Based on Deep Learning. ArXiv,
-

since the knowledge of schemata is still restricted to humans, i.e.

though the more advanced approaches in GPT-2 and, although not
Art and Illusion (London 1961), pp. 3, 60. I thank Jana Mangold
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ible holistic terms is “mood.”

62

-

auto-encoder compresses the character-

The fact

istics of the input to an extreme degree

that it also plays a role in Heidegger’s

before restoring them.
If one now imagines, according to Gri-

anchored in the holistic tradition makes

etzer’s thought experiment, that a set of

this case particularly interesting. In his

aesthetic objects is compressed in this
way so that it can be reproduced without

scholar and mathematician Peli Grietzer

error, the compression model would sim-

-

ply consist of a list of possible variations

-

of its general features. This, as a collective, Grietzer describes as “vibe.” The vibe

intuition pump for the holistic concept of

is present in all aesthetic objects of this

mood – or, as he prefers to call it, “vibe.”

set, but never in its pure form – while

63

they are complex on their own, they are
neural net that is trained to exactly out-

-

put its inputs. However, since its hidden

agine the vibe in this way through the

layers are “smaller” than the outer layers,

metaphor of the autoencoder, it is never

and the data passes through a bottleneck
of maximum dimensional reduction, the

abstractum that cannot be separated
from its concreta.” This is, he argues, a
reversal of Goethe’s symbol understood

of poetry and its style, see Boris Orekhov and Frank Fischer,
Orbis Litterarum 75, no. 5 (2020), pp.
230–46.
62

Atmosphere, Mood, Stimmung: On

a Hidden Potential of Literature (Stanford 2012).
63

Glass Bead
; access: June 6, 2020.
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as concretum that expresses an abstraction. For Grietzer, vibe describes a particularly modernist, materialist quality
discloses a vibe and represents abstrac-
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tion through the repetition of structural
similarities present in all of the canon’s
works. Conversely, grasping a real-world
vibe through its idealization as the vibe
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